What is a “profession-ready” teacher?

The National Education Association believes that all teachers should be “profession-ready” from their first day of responsibility for student learning. This means that, before becoming a teacher-of-record, teacher candidates must demonstrate the skills and knowledge needed for effective classroom practice. While teachers continue to learn and grow after entering the profession, no candidate should ever be called a “teacher” without demonstrating the ability to improve student learning. Candidates who are placed in classrooms and expected to learn how to teach on the job are not profession-ready.

A profession-ready teacher has had extensive opportunities to develop and learn teaching and basic classroom management skills. This teacher has demonstrated the ability to plan and deliver instruction to students with different learning styles and to assess and support student learning. Profession-ready teachers have engaged in experiences that deepened their understanding of equity, race, culture, impact of poverty, and a wide range of factors that influence students’ needs and impact their own perceptions and beliefs. They apply their understandings by demonstrating culturally responsive teaching in their field experiences and clinical practice.

A profession-ready teacher has worked with accomplished educators to understand the value of collaboration and reflection and has learned firsthand the importance of home-school connections. While the profession-ready teacher has not yet reached the status of a fully accomplished educator, he or she has had enough opportunities to witness, implement, and reflect on quality teaching and learning and has demonstrated classroom readiness by successfully completing a pre-service, classroom-based performance assessment prior to receiving full state licensure.

What knowledge must a teacher candidate master to be considered profession-ready?

Teacher preparation providers must ensure that candidates have mastered both subject matter content and pedagogical content knowledge for their areas of expertise, and that they have demonstrated their ability to activate that knowledge toward improving their teaching and their students’ learning.

1. Subject matter content knowledge

Using the appropriate assessments, all teacher candidates must be able to demonstrate mastery of the subject for which they will serve as the teacher-of-record, and they must be certified in that subject. Currently, most states measure subject matter knowledge through state-specific content assessments or the Praxis II. The number of courses and/or credits that candidates have in a particular subject area does not ensure their deep understanding of the subject matter.
2. Pedagogical content knowledge
All teacher candidates must be able to demonstrate their pedagogical content knowledge in the subject area in which they will be certified. Possessing knowledge of a subject area does not mean that the candidate can separate that knowledge into the smaller segments and units needed to instruct or guide students in understanding that subject. Pedagogical content knowledge does mean that the candidate has the ability to predict common mistakes students may make in learning a particular subject area, as well as being able to manage their classrooms in ways that promote student learning. Candidates must learn these skills through school-based experiences and coordinated, coherent coursework that allow for the integration of theory and practice.

3. Classroom-based performance assessment
Pre-service, classroom-based performance assessments provide opportunities for candidates to demonstrate the knowledge and skills acquired during the coursework and clinical experiences of their preparation programs. These assessments include a demonstration of their ability to activate their knowledge of the subject area and develop, implement, and reflect on their teaching and student learning. PreK–12 students need teaching professionals who know their content and can translate it into practices that promote student learning. Classroom-based performance assessments provide a uniform tool that allows candidates—regardless of preparation pathway—to demonstrate that they are profession-ready before assuming full responsibility for the teaching and learning of their students.

Examples of Pre-Service Performance Assessments

**edTPA**
edTPA is a classroom-based, pre-service performance assessment that educator preparation programs across the country use as part of a multiple measures system to determine readiness to teach. This subject-specific assessment features a common architecture focused on three tasks: planning, instruction, and assessment. The edTPA process is built around three-to-five continuous days of subject-specific classroom instruction delivered by a teacher candidate during their student teaching or internship experience. As part of their portfolio, teacher candidates submit unedited recordings of themselves working in classrooms with students. By focusing on the act of teaching, edTPA complements existing entry-level assessments that focus on basic skills or subject matter knowledge. While the number of states using edTPA for initial licensure continues to grow, states also use it to support state and national program accreditation, and to guide preparation program improvement. For additional information about this assessment, visit [www.edtpa.com](http://www.edtpa.com).

**Praxis Performance Assessment for Teachers (PPAT)**
PPAT is a task-based, pre-service assessment that evaluates teacher candidates in their ability to have an impact on student learning. This assessment uses artifacts and videos to show growth over time. The assessment consists of four tasks: one formative and three summative. This series of tasks is completed during the clinical experience and has content-specific materials embedded into the evidence submitted by the candidate. Candidates respond to the prompts by submitting instructional and assessment artifacts, samples of student work and a fifteen-minute recording of the teacher candidate teaching a lesson. By embedding teaching and clinical experiences with both summative and formative components, the PPAT assessment offers a comprehensive picture of a test takers potential for classroom success. For additional information about this assessment, visit [www.ets.org/ppat](http://www.ets.org/ppat).
How do teacher preparation providers ensure they are preparing profession-ready teachers?

A profession-ready teacher’s preparation occurs through a comprehensive residency program. A comprehensive residency program goes beyond a traditional student teaching capstone experience and provides a more substantive and meaningful teacher preparation experience. In this program, candidates engage in a series of school-based experiences and teaching opportunities under the guidance of an accomplished teacher while simultaneously applying theories learned from coursework. A more thorough description of a residency program may be found in *The NEA and Teacher Residencies* (2013).

State preparation program approval bodies should require all teacher preparation providers to meet the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) national standards to ensure that their programs train profession-ready teachers capable of teaching in schools across the nation, regardless of socioeconomic and geographic realities. In addition, program providers should engage in program-level, continuous improvement efforts to strengthen the preparation of their candidates. If providers are unable to train profession-ready teachers, unable to meet the CAEP accreditation standards of quality, and/or unable to meet their local district and state teacher recruitment needs, regulatory bodies (e.g., state and/or CAEP) should not allow these programs to continue without a plan for improvement. If programs cannot meet indicators of quality, the program should be shuttered.

Recommendations

To ensure that every teacher is profession-ready, several policy changes may be necessary:

- Candidates must be able to demonstrate their content knowledge, pedagogical skills, and effectiveness in the classroom before becoming teacher-of-record.
- Preparation programs should actively partner with their local districts and stakeholders to prepare future teachers in ways that equip them to teach in these districts and improve preK-12 student learning.
- In collaboration with preK-12 partners, preparation programs will identify opportunities for candidates to apply understandings of equity, systemic bias, race, culture, impact of poverty, and other influences through culturally responsive teaching in their field placements.
- States should require teacher candidates to pass pre-service performance assessments prior to earning their initial teacher licenses.
- NEA affiliates, school districts, and public school partners must work together to recruit, train, and support teachers who have demonstrated effective teaching practices to serve as clinical educators.

Conclusions

It is the professional responsibility of practicing teachers—and NEA—to be actively engaged in the preparation of candidates who will eventually become their future colleagues. NEA is committed to having all students taught by fully trained and prepared teachers. Further, NEA believes that every teacher should be trained in a teacher residency program to ensure that they are truly profession-ready. NEA is greatly concerned about allowing teachers to simultaneously complete
their teacher training while serving as the teacher-of-record. This practice is especially troubling because it is so often concentrated in high-poverty and high-needs schools (Lankforth, Loeb, and Wycoff 2002). While understanding that some states have persistent shortages in specific content areas, NEA encourages education stakeholders to recognize the disservice that occurs when underprepared teachers who lack the skills and expertise needed to promote student learning and success are allowed to teach groups of students. The lack of preparation of some is an injustice to all who believe in the power of education to level the access field.
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